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Abstract
rhis paper provides a numerical investisation of the noise performance of erbium doped fiber
unplifiers (EDFAs)and praseodymium doped fiber ampliers (PDFAs) in different types of
lost materials. The noise figure and gain coefficient are calculated for different values of
lump and signal wavelenghs and optimum operational conditions are established for using
he amplifiers in optical communication systems.
I. INTRODUCTION
are-earth doped fiber amplifiers have revolutionized optical fiber communications as well as other
scientific disciplines (1-51. The technique of doping silica fibers with elements such as erbium,
praseodymium and thulium allows an exempt gain medium that can be pumped optically to make lasers
nd amplifiers. Trivalent rare-earth elements are the only ions for which lasing uansitions are observed in silica
os&. Two of these transitions (near 1.3 1 pm and 1.55 wi) are suitable for the transmission windows of optical
m”mcation.

R

bptical amplifiers operating around 1.3 pm are of great interest since a substantial part of the fiber nehvork
-0rldwide (-50 million kilometers) is designed to perform at the second telecommunication window (-1.3 1
111) at which minimum dispersion is observed in silica fibers.Fiber amplifiers with praseodymium ion @*)
Dpant in fluorozirconate host glasses have demonstrated commending results at wavelengths covering this
indow and p
‘@oped
fiber amplifiers (PDFAs) are now the subject of intense research efforts (6I. More e s t a x r e the erbium-doped fiber ampliers (EDFAs), which are widely used in the third
ieconimunimtion window around 1.55 p,corresponding to the lowest losses in silica fibers [I. 91. However.
le performance of an EDFA depends strongly on the host glass and a stable perforxna~icein a certain material is
s i b l e only when all the operating conditions are considered.
material dictates the performance through the values of its absorption and emission cross Sections for
e transmitted photons. These cross-SeCtions have an inherent dependence on the signal wavelength. However.
e reliance of the noise figure and gain coefficient on the cross sections is of complex nature and a thorough
lalysis is necessaq to characterize the amplifier performance. An efficient optical amplifier is characteridby
gh gain coefficient. low noise figure and wide bandwidth. A high gain coefficient will ascertain longer
insmission distances without the need to re-amplify the signal. A low noise figure is necessary prerequisite for
e fidelity of the transmission system.

!le host

lis paper compares the performance of EDFAs and PDF& from the noise figure point of vi&. The noise
pre shows the effect of the amplifier on the signal to noise ratio (SNR).which must be high enough for proper
tection of the signal at the receiving end. EDFAs are studied when two npes of alumino-germanosilicafe
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glass hosts for the E? ions are used. PDF& are studied for P?dopcd ZBLAN fikr amplifiers. Numerical
calcuiationsare perfomed to establish the parametric dependenceofthe amplifier gain and noise figure on both

the transmitted signal and optical pump wavelengths. In Section 11, the theoretical model for noise calculations
in case of a the-level lasmg system is described. Section III summarizes the results obtained for the noise
fi"e
and gain coefficient for both EDFAs and PDFAs. The conclusionsare given in Section IV.

The eneru level diagranls of erbium and praseodymium are shown in Fig. 1 and Fig. 2. respectively. It is
obvious that optical signals at wzvelength 1.3 1 prn a n k amplified using Pr-doping Ixcause of its G4 -, 3H5
lasing transition. Signals at wavelength 1.55 Fm call be amplified using Er-doping using its 4113,2 -, 'Ilj;:
transition.

'

In calculating the gain coefficient and the noise figure. both E?+ and P? are considered as three-level laser
systems. Figure 3 represents the different possible transitions associated with absorption or emission of one
photon from photon number state In). The probability PA).( represents the change in phcton number due to either
emission (+I. j=2) or absorption (i=2. j=i) between photon nuxnkr states It) and C).
When a signal of intensir?: I, and wavelena@h h, traverses a medium of thickness dz and atomic populations of

NI.N2in the lower and upper energy levels, respectively, the change in the photon number probability dPn is
given by:

--

- oaN1(P2.irin*l-~2n-1:ln)+bch~2(~l.r~L.I,-I
-pI.n-*::.n).
(1)
dz
By averaging Over the coordinate z and using the relation between the Umsition probabfililyand signal intensity.
the following relation is obtained for the intensity change dIs:
dl, =[0,(X,)Nz -~,(i.,>N,]I,dz
(2)
= $,&:
with g the gain Coeffcient, CG and oa the emission and absorption cross sections, respectively. The gain
coefficient depends on !lie signal wavelength and the relative nledilun inversion D and is related to the gain
coefficient by [ 11:
n*'

where D = (N2- NI)/p. p being the density of the rare earth ions in the core. The emission and absorption cross
sections of pradaymiumand erbium in different host $lass materials. necessaq' for applying Eq.(3): has been
measured esperimentally [S. lo1111.
For digital communication qstems. the signal input to the amplifier with mean (n(0)) is actually modulated in
hime. frequency or phase for conveying information at a bit rate B=l/T. with T thc bit period. At the amplifier
output. the quantity (n(z))m (= M N(z), where M is the nuniber of possible transmitted modes and N(z) is the
amplified spontaneous enlission (ASE) noise photon nuniber) is defined as the unmodidated background ASE
n o k . Therefore. the quantity given by (n(z)) - (n(z))*= represents the mean photon nuniber that contains Signal
information. At the receiving end. ?he modulated signal power Pss= (n(z)) - (n(z))*z is converted into
photocurrent. with an electrical power Pfiot= (Pd'.On the other hand. the associated noise power is P- = o
(where G is the variance).

'
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where ( )r indicates time average over the bit period and G is the anipliiier gain. For input signals with Poisson
StatisticS. we have o'(0) = (n(0)). and the S n ( 0 ) is q u a l to the mean. i.e..
SNRo(0)= (n(0)).
(3
But the mean and variance of the photon number are given by [I]:
(6-3)
( n W = G(z)(n(O)) + M N(z) .
and
o' (z) = G (z)[a2(0) - (n(0))J + G(z)(n(O)) + M N(z) + 1G(z)(n(O))N(z) + M N:(z) .
(6-b)
Thus. if we have for Poisson statistics:
1
2N(z) M N(z)[N:z) + 11
(7)
SNR.(z) M O > > [ G(z)
G'(zXn(0))
the amplifier optical noise figure F&) is:

'

- = i r l

-

1-

where SNRJO) is the amplifier input optical ShR the optical noise figure represents a measure of the SNR,
degradation experienced by thc signal after passing through the amplifier. As the amplifier introduces noise. it is
expected that SNRJz) < ShR(0). so the optical noise figure is a l w y greater than or equal to unity. Then the
optical noise figure becomes:

If we assume an input power high enough such that G (n(0)) >> NIand in the high gain limit G >> 1, then from
Eqs. (5). (S) and (9). the optical noise figure reduces to:
F,(z) = 2n,(z).
(10)
where %(z) is the spontaneous emission factor. given by :

This spontaneous emission factor is always greater than or equal to unity (for complete medium inversion): so
the noise figure of the high gain amplifier is almys greater than 2 corresponding to F, > 3dB.

For high pump powers, the minimum spontaneous emission factor can be derived as:
1-

o,(;.,>o,G,)

where iT and iLkare the pump and the Signal \vavelengths. respectively. The mininium amplifier noise figure is
given by:

For an EDFA pumped as a three-level system, we have G, C;a) = 0.Thus F,"" = 3 dl3. The 3dB lower limit
obtained for the optical noise figure at high gain is called the quantum limit. The quantum limit condition F,? 2
only applies to the case of high gain amplifiers. on the other hand for low gain amplifiers the noise figure can be
such that 1 5 F, 5 2. For cases where 0,7(), f 0, the nlininium achievable noise figure is always > 3 dB.

III. RESULTS
To check our model. calculations are made for an EDFA in a gemnosilicate glass host. whose dam is already
published [ 11. The reported absorption and emission cross sections and the minimum noise figure. calculated
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using, Eq. (13). were reproduced. The results depicted in Fig. 4 and Fig. 5 show complete agreement with the
published data.
Then the reponed cross sections of two other EDFA silica hosts were used in our computational model. The
materials are both alumino-gemnosilicate glasses with type (B) characterized by a higher concentration of Aldopant than o p e (A). Figure 6 shows the absorption and emission cross sections for EDFA in a type A matenal.
while Fig. 7 shows the minimum noise figure calculated at different values for the pump and signal
wavelengths. The minimum noise figure was found to be 4.OSj dB at a signal wavelength 1.535 pm and pump
wavelength 1.475 pm. Similar data for type (B) glass host are shown in Fig. S Fig. 9. Type (E3) shows that the
minimum noise figure is 4.393 dB at signal wavelength 1.546 pm and a pump wavelength 1.475 pm. Based on
these figures, type (A) is recommended from the noise considerations point of view only.
Calculations are also made for PDFA hosted in a ZBLAN glass. Figure 10 shows the reported absorption and
emission cross sections IS] and [IO]. The calculated niininium noise figure in Figure 11 is 3.031 dE3 at a signal
wavelength 1.3 1 prn and a pump wavelength 1.015 pm. Fig. 12 shows a projection of the PDFA noise figure at
ip = 1.OS pni. it agrees with the general experimental behaviour reported recently [ 121. The differences in the
noise figure values may be attributed to the low pump power used in the aforernentioned reference and not
covered by the present analysis. Generally. it could be seen that the noise levels associated with PDFA are
similar to those reported with EDFA. though it should be mentioned that both amplifiers are normally utilized
at different wavelengths.
In Fig. 13 the gain coefficient. based on Eq.(3). is plotted for different values of th!e relative medium inversion
D. The plots range from D = -1 which means that all ions are in the ground state to D = +I corresponding to the
case where all ions are in an excited state. For all calculations. the density of the rare-earth ions in the core are
assumed to be 1x 1W" m-'. From Fig. 13. it is obvious that when all ions are in the ground state. the medium acts
purely as an absorbing medium. This is pronounced by the negative values of the gain coefficient. As D
increases the region of positive gain coefficient becomes more prominent. This is to be compared u<th the case
when all ions are in the excited state. At this case. the medium is totally amplfiing characterized by 100%
positive gain coefficient. It can be noticed generally that the gain coefficient for EDFA is greater than that of
PDFA. However. PDFA shows a broader band of positive gain coefficient though we need to reassert that the
two amplifiers operate at different transmission windows. The gain coefficient is maximum at 1.54 pm for Er
and 1.; I pm for Pr.

IV.CONCLUSIONS
The noise performance of EDFAs and PDFAs has been calculated. The noise figure shows a strong dependence
on the pump and signal wavelengths as well as on the host glass. Its minimum values are 4.085 dB for aiuminogemianosilicate glass. type (A). material. and 4.393 dE3 for alumino-gemnosilicaate glass.
(B). The first
figure is better than the most recent reported average value of 4.3 d% [ 131. As for PDFA in ZBLAN glass. the
minimum noise figure is 3.03 1 dl3 at 1.31 pni. which is by far superior to the receritly quoted measurement of
6.6dB [ 1 11. The gain coefficient is maximum at 1.51 pni for E?- and 1.317 pm for Pi-.
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Fig. 1. Energy levels of E?.

Fig. 2. Energy levels of

Fig. 3. Transition probabilities associated with photon number state I n).
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Fig. 5. Noise figure of E? in germanosilicateglaq,
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Fig. 6. Absorption and emission cross section of E?
in alumino-gemnosilicate glass type (A).
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Fig. 7. Noise figure of E? in aluminogermanosilicate glim type (A).
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Fig. S. Absorption and emission cross section of E?
in alwino-germanosilicateglass type (B).
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Fig. 12 Noise figure of Pi" in ZBLAN at 1.08 ppump wavelength.
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Fig. 13. Gain coefficient of E? and P? in Merent host materials:
(a) E? in germanosilicate glass, @) E?+ in aluxnino-gennanosilicate glass type (A),
(c) E? in alumino-germanosilicateglass type (B), (d) P?' in ZBLAN.
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